A Presentation of Pool and Spa Tile from "Coloramics"

"Color Your Pool With Coloramics"

COLORAMICS TILE INC.
Main Office:
7742 Deering Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304 U.S.A.
Phone (818)348-0144 * FAX (818)702-0243

COLORAMICS TILE INC.
Branch Office:
1393 E. Pacifico Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92805
Phone (714)938-0244 * FAX (714)938-1368
CAMELOT SERIES

CAM-120 GRAY

CAM-100 COBALT

CAM-180 TEAL

CAM-170 CARIBBEAN BLUE

SUNDADE SERIES

SDA-11 COBALT

SDA-10 WHITE

SDA-1 GRAY

SDA-12 TEAL

THESE PHOTOS ARE ONLY NEAR REPRESENTATIONS OF ACTUAL TILE AND SAMPLES MAY VARY FROM DYE LOT TO DYE LOT THEREFORE SINCE SHADE VARIATION IS INHERENT IN ALL CERAMIC TILES IT IS IMPORTANT THAT ALL TILES MUST BE INSPECTED BEFORE INSTALLATION, AS NO CLAIMS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER INSTALLATION.

PHOTO SHOWS SUNDADE ALTERNATING WITH MELODY.

"Color Your Pool With Coloramics"
SNOWFLAKE SERIES

SF-16 IVORY, WITH RED BRICK

SF-15 CARIBBEAN BLUE

SF-14 TEAL

SF-18 COBALT BLUE

SUBTLE AND DELICATE AS A FROSTY SNOWFLAKE, YOUR YARD CAN BE ENHANCED WITH THIS CHARMING PORCELAIN FROSTPROOF TILE.

PHOTOS ARE A REPRESENTATION ONLY AND MAY NOT BE USED AS AN EXACT REPLICA OF ACTUAL TILE. PLEASE INSPECT TILE BEFORE INSTALLATION AS NO ADJUSTMENT WILL BE MADE AFTER INSTALLATION.

SF-15 CARIBBEAN BLUE
SURF AND SAND SERIES

SS-1 TEAL

SS-6 SKY BLUE

SSX-1 TEAL

SSX-6 SKY BLUE

SS-7 GRAY

SS-5 MIDNIGHT BLUE

SSX-7 GRAY

SSX-5 MIDNIGHT BLUE

SS-310 TURQUOISE

SS-315 VIOLET

SSX-310 TURQUOISE

SSX-315 VIOLET

AS VARIGATED AS THE CRASHING SEA THIS SURF AND SAND PATTERN MAY BE SELECTED IN SIX SATISFYING COLORS. MATCHING FIELD TILE AS SHOWN FOR ADDITIONAL DECOR - BBQ'S ETC.
ALL EASY MAINTENANCE 6x6 TILES SHOWN ABOVE ARE COMPLETELY FROSTPROOF AND REPRESENT SOME OF THE FINEST TILES AVAILABLE.
EACH BATCH OF TILE MAY NOT EXACTLY MATCH PHOTOS OR PREVIOUS SAMPLES; PLEASE INSPECT TILES BEFORE INSTALLATION AS NO CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN AFTER THEY ARE INSTALLED.

ANNA-9 TEAL
ANNA SERIES
ANNA-4 GRAY
ANNA-10 CARIBBEAN BLUE
ANNA-15 COBALT

MONTEGO SERIES
MT-60 TEAL
MT-50 COBALT
MT-15 BLUE GRAY

MINI AKRON SERIES
MCY-165 COBALT
MCY 805 GRAY
MCY-565 CARIBBEAN
TINA-15 BLUE
TINA-9 TEAL

ELEGANT EMBOSSED TILES TRANSLATE TO ELEGANTLY BEAUTIFUL POOLS.
SHADE VARIATION IS INHERENT IN ALL CERAMIC TILES. ALL TILES MUST BE INSPECTED BEFORE INSTALLED. NO CLAIMS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER INSTALLATION.

AKRON SERIES

AKN-15 GRAY

AKN-9 TEAL

AKN-10 CARIBBEAN BLUE

AK-20 COBALT

AKNX-10 field tile

AKNX-15 field tile

AKNX-9 field tile

CT-100

SEA LIFE DECO - FRENCH GRAY

RIPPLE SERIES

R-15 GRAY

R-100 COBALT

SEA LIFE DECO - CARIBBEAN BLUE

R-65 RUSTIC BLUE

SEA LIFE DECO - SEA FOAM GREEN

R-9 TEAL

Enjoy an ocean front view, with a Coloramics exclusive. A combination of embossed & hand painted, sea life deco tiles, sparsely staggered to achieve subtle elegance. Available in 3 designer colors, Caribbean Blue, French Gray, & Sea Foam Green.
For ultimate in ease of maintenance these 3x6 patterns in a full range of Glorious colors make stunning borders on pools, spas, kitchens and baths.
These “rustic” patterns blend especially well with rock or brick motif.

Harmonizing colored grout recommended with these “rustic tiles.”

SK-420
SK-309
SK-913
SK-770

Smart “2x6” patterns

NEW RUSTIC
COBALT
SKY BLUE

ROYAL BLUE
TERRA BLUE
MOTTLED BLUE

RHK-65
RUSTIC BLUE

MOTTLED BLUE
ROYAL BLUE
CT-75
EARTH TONE
SIXTEEN COLORS OF 1x1 TO HARMONIZE WITH ANY TILE IN THIS BROCHURE

MELODY SERIES

ME-17 CARIBBEAN
ME-16 GRAY
ME-12 LIGHT BLUE
ME-118 COBALT
ME-1 OFF WHITE
ME-14 BLUE-GREEN

POOL SHOWN WITH YMP-80

ORT-10 2x2
DEPTH MARKER
TURQUOISE 6x6
COBALT 2x2
RUSTIC 2x2
Coloramics Tile Inc.

GORGEOUS NEW FLORAL REFLECTION SERIES

FR-5 STRAWBERRY

FR-12 LT. BLUE

FR-16 GRAY

FR-17 CARIBBEAN BLUE

FR-14 TEAL

FR-13 MAUVE

FR-1 WHITE

FR-7 BEIGE

FR-118 COBALT

FR-100 BROWN

"Color Your Pool With Coloramics"